
Lilith Worship

Lilith also known as Darkat in the Sinister Tradition is the queen of the night. A dark goddess who is 
the mother of succubi. In essence sexual Vampires whom prey upon men in the dreaming or Astral 
state. Collecting semen to be impregnated by to spawn more demons. I believe the best time for any 
conjuring is 12am to 4am. Between those times. But I particularly believe it is important to perform the
following ritual prior to sleep. It is possible to commune with Lilith for this you should have a 
darkened room with an Altar with a black cloth. Candles
of red and black. Burn Incense of sandalwood and sulphur. First chant the Diabolus ie Dies Irae then 
say the Satanic our father. Vibrate Agios o Baohomet 3 times and then vibrate the name Darkat. Offer a 
prayer of devotion to Lilith such and ask her to come to you. You should praise her but firmly 
command her presence.

Lilith can appear as a red haired child or a naked adult woman with a blood stained mouth with long 
sharp incisors and wings of a bat. Or an old hag. She is very much whore and crone. Her sexual 
promiscuity is part and parcel of this Dark Goddess. And only judgemental Nazarenes or those with 
sexual hangups would criticize this. Just as rituals to Baphomet may be more effective via means of 
Sapphic Sorcery I suspect due to her nature as a predator of men this ritual is more effective for 
heterosexual males. I do not necessarily view Lilith who is the dark queen of the night and mother of 
succubus and other demons in the way the Misanthropic Luciferian Order does. This is from personal 
experience. Individual experience can and will differ in some circumstances. Hers is birthing
demons and non-monogamy.

Certain women are by nature succubi even if they are not directly involved in the Sinister or even 
aware of it psychically. They can haunt your Nightmares. You will feel drained physically. And they 
have unnaturally high sex drives and practice non-monogamy. Not necessarily in the adulterous sense. 
They may or may not be bisexual. They are nymphomaniac most often.

Sex with demons, acausal entities and Dark Goddesses can provide a boon. They can also gift you with 
dark wisdom. And provide you insights. They are often very nurturing and healing. In essence a sort of 
sexual Alchemy. Visitations can also occur during lucid dreaming, Astral projection or sleep paralysis. 
This is much more than a so called wet dream or sexual fantasy. Sometimes they can appear as 
Shadowy humanoid figures in the waking state when one is near sleep. You may feel their cold icy 
caress. There is despite what I said also a very dark violent nature to Lilith. One involving infanticide 
of her own children and castration of men. In Islamic mythos succubi sometimes sever the
penis internally during coitus. There is much still to discuss and more writings will be posted about 
conjurings and invocations in the Sinister Tradition. Particularly as well Shugara and Aosoth. But tracts
detailing the more important invocations.


